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Inverting Development Discourse in Colombia:
Transforming Andean Hearths
ABSTRACT In the 1990s, 60 percent of the households in Tuquerres, a highland town in Colombia's southwestern Andes, bought
their first gas range for cooking. The residents frame their purchases as a manifestation of "development" and "modernization," saying the ranges are more economico, rapido, and limpio—terms readily translated as economic, fast, and clean. However, the spread of
gas ranges by independent initiative inverts a top-down model of development through government and corporate actors. The residents' use of a development discourse does not emanate primarily from a government or corporate development apparatus but,
rather, results from the incorporation of development terms into a local history of hierarchy and stigma. Because residents use these
terms to counter stigma and hierarchy, the terms involve unexpected nuances: Economico concerns spending money and cash purchases, ra'pido refers to new forms of family and sociability, and limpio becomes a foil to the shame of dirt. Use of these terms incorporating these expanded meanings reveals that Tuquerrenos embrace aspects of development, but on their own terms. [Keywords:
development, modernization, households, Colombia, Andes]
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ETWEEN 1992 AND 1997, nearly 60 percent of the
households in Tuquerres, a highland town in southwestern Colombia, acquired their first propane-gas cooking range. Tuquerrenos explain their purchases by citing
the economic and technical benefits of gas as more
economico (economic), rdpido (fast), and limpio (clean),
terms that they themselves associate with ideas of "development" and "modernization." Although this might suggest that Tuquerrenos accept top-down governmental development initiatives planned and carried out by agencies
allied with elite groups, their purchase stories suggest otherwise: They show that Tuquerrenos appropriate and invert these terms to serve their own ends. Unlike earlier work
focused on the production of local counterdiscourses,
however, I argue that this reworking of official development discourse does not resist development per se, but the
stigmatization of Tuquerrenos as backward and primitive.
This suggests that critiques of top-down development discourse require nuanced ethnographic analysis, and not
simply the increased theoretical sophistication that has
characterized such critical assessments in the last decade.
DEVELOPMENT AND RESISTANCE DISCOURSES

In one of the most well-known recent anthropological
studies of development, Arturo Escobar (1995) critiques
the top-down model of development from a number of

perspectives. For Escobar, the dream of development
turned into a nightmare for many Third World peoples
with the "invention of development" that occurred in the
post-World War II period. "Within the span of a few
years," according to Escobar, "an entirely new strategy for
dealing with the problems of poorer countries emerged
and took definite shape" (1995:30), a strategy that eventually produced "massive underdevelopment and impoverishment, untold exploitation and oppression" (1995:4).
Escobar notes that although some of the terms, practices,
and concerns of the development model have changed
since the 1950s—now there may be more attention paid to
peasants, women, and the environment, for example—development generally continues to be "a top-down, ethnocentric and technocratic approach" (1995:44). What Escobar
adds to previous critiques is an emphasis on "development as discourse" (1995:39). Using Foucault's concept of
"instrument-effects," he reveals that even in its failure to
reach its purported goals, the process of development results in a discourse that becomes "an extremely efficient
apparatus for producing knowledge about, and the exercise of power over, the Third World" (1995:9).
Escobar's work is of particular interest for analyzing
the case of Tuquerres because he uses primarily Colombian
examples for his critique. As Escobar notes, Colombia, the
site of the first World Bank country mission (1995:86-87),
has subsequently ranked first in dollars per capita for
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World Bank loan receipts (1995:166), and in general is "always willing to be the first guinea pig for the experiments
of the international development community" (1995:131).
At the same time, Escobar also finds Colombian sectors mobilizing to resist development initiatives, presenting a "counterdiscourse" that often includes "an explicit
critique of development" (1995:170). He finds support for
resistant counterdiscourses in Stephen Gudeman and Alberto Rivera's Conversations in Colombia (1990) and Michael Taussig's The Devil and Commodity Fetishism in South
America (1980). Gudeman and Rivera's work traces the
metaphors of Colombian peasants, claiming that they
constitute a house model based on livelihood that resists
the official market model valorizing profit (1990:116-159;
cf. Escobar 1995:96-97, 168). Similarly, Taussig's emphasis
on a use-value orientation of Colombian peasants provides
Escobar with evidence of "a form of resistance that springs
from the sheer fact of cultural difference" (1995:168). Escobar thus frames development as an encounter of Western
capitalism, modernity, and the market underwritten by a
development apparatus with a precapitalist, nonmodern,
and nonmarket Third World. Even when Escobar describes
local models as occurring in "complex hybridizations with
dominant models" (1995:96), these "hybrid or minority
cultural situations" provide, according to Escobar, political
alternatives to capitalism and modernity (1995:225).
However, my ethnography of Tuquerres suggests that
Colombian-based vignettes of distinct cultural counterdiscourses warrant empirical and theoretical interrogation
and revision. I argue that local elites in Colombia claimed
the benefits of progress, while condemning the poor to
the realm of the backward and primitive, long before the
emergence of a distinct and monolithic development apparatus following World War II. Therefore, in Tuquerres,
post-World War II development studies did not represent
a "radically new representation of, and approach to, a
country's social and economic reality" as Escobar suggests
(1995:25). Instead, this "new" development discourse was
mapped onto a preexisting discourse of hierarchy, one
that stigmatized the local poor and their hearths as primitive, backward, and unhealthy. Consequently, as I will
show, in Tuquerres, the eventual use of gas ranges did not
result from an instituted development apparatus or a plan
of kitchen transformation emanating from the top down.
When Tuquerrenos purchase gas ranges, they portray their
actions as circumventing or opposing Colombian government and corporate entities. I therefore argue that their
use of the terms econdmico, rdpido, and limpio arose not
from a development apparatus with "a multiplicity of sites
of intervention" (Escobar 1995:89); instead, it arose because elites have used development terms to reinforce a
history of hierarchy and stigma. Now popular sectors turn
the tables, independently purchasing gas ranges and describing their actions in a development discourse. But,
while Tuquerreftos use of development terms is not exactly equivalent to the meanings of development planners,
they do not constitute a resistant counterdiscourse to de-
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velopment per se. Rather, they represent a discourse of respect in the face of historically inscribed stigma. Econdmico
means more than simply monetary savings; when Tuquerrenos use it to describe their gas range purchases, they imply that they are engaged in the action of spending money,
participating in a cash economy, and, therefore, that they
are not part of the nonmonetary primitive. Similarly,
rdpido does not just refer to cooking faster but also to new
forms of family and social relationships, which, when
used by Tuquerrenos, suggests a moving away from the
stereotype of the huddled peasant collective. Finally, limpio
is not just a hygienic term but also a foil to the shame of
dirt as a marker of the rural poor.
NOTIONS OF PROGRESS, DEVELOPMENT STUDIES,
AND THE HEARTH

In contrast to Escobar's depiction of the invention of development as primarily occurring in the post-World War II
period, elite groups in Colombia have espoused an idea of
social and economic "progress" since at least the 19th century (Safford 1991). There is a long history of ideas and
projects that have been developed to bring progress to
southwestern Colombia. Although Escobar depicts development discourse as primarily a product of "the West"
(1995:26), which is then imported to the local level (1995:
111), the history of ideas about progress in Tuquerres reveals substantial contestation and variation. Post-World
War II development studies do not necessarily represent a
radical break from this tradition.
Elites in central Colombia have long viewed the southwestern region as a peripheral hinterland in desperate
need of progress. As a highland market town positioned at
a crossroads between a road to the coast and a road
through the mountains, Tuquerres has been a focal point
for ideas of transforming southwestern Colombia. Efforts
in the 19th century focused on building a road from the
highland plateau to the coastal lowlands, a project finally
completed in the 1890s. One Colombian engineer declared that the new road had been "made to awaken and
promote commerce and industry of numerous towns" and
that the inhabitants should "put to work their notable
traits of industry and economy and thus step firmly on the
road of progress" (Gutierrez 1897:339). This 1897 account
illustrates that ideas of commerce and industry leading to
progress have deep roots and have been enunciated by Colombians themselves.
The opening of the road increased trade between
highland and coast, bringing international commerce and
even European immigrants to Tuquerres. Despite this florescence, the onset of the Great Depression proved this
model of promoting commerce and industry to be somewhat ephemeral. What was not so transient was the construction of a local hierarchy of an elite claiming the benefits of "progress" while viewing poor rural inhabitants as
"backward."
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The 1930s brought a significant modification to the
plans of progress. In 1935, a team of Colombian sociologists visited the region and declared that focusing on the
road to the coast and international commerce had been a
mistake that had "slowed the progress of an admirable region of the country and thwarted the national economy"
(Comision de la Cultura Aldeana 1935:26). Instead, this
commissioned team recommended focusing on a road
through the mountains, linking the region to the central
Colombian highlands and setting up an exchange of agricultural products from the southwest for the industrial
products in the central regions (1935:18). Thus, clearly the
World Bank mission of 1949 was hardly the first to imagine Colombian national development through a "comprehensive and integrated character" (Escobar 1995:25). Long
before the peasant-focused Integrated Rural Development
strategy of the 1970s analyzed by Escobar (1995:106), this
Colombian commission recommended government intervention in smallholder agriculture:
In order for the peasant to surpass the shrewd but uncultured technique that he uses today, he needs the educational intervention of the government or the insistence of
demand which, by the lure of secure profit, will stimulate
his ambition and awaken his understanding. [Comision
de la Cultura Aldeana 1935:53]

This history of ideas of progress, commerce, and industry belies Escobar's claim that "in Colombia, talk of
industrial development and, occasionally, the economic
development of the country appeared in the early to mid19405, linked to a perceived threat by the popular classes"
(1995:30). In fact, ideas of "development" and "modernization" were quite easily mapped onto previous tropes of
progress. Of course, it is important to note that the heyday
of post-World War II development studies did bring a particular point of view, and new analytical tools, from the
social sciences. These studies generally occluded previous
epochs of market connections, portraying households as
part of a natural peasant world awaiting development intervention. They also tended to concentrate on specific
material conditions, fixing on certain elements such as the
hearth as indicative of the dichotomy between developed
and underdeveloped.
These two points can be illustrated by examining a
study undertaken in the 1960s that specifically concentrated on Tuquerres and two neighboring municipalities.
Published in 1971 by members of the Colombian Office of
Community Integration and Development, it was the
product of Dutch technicians, in alliance with Colombian
development experts, and a local elite made up of government officials and schoolteachers. Hoping to promote
new programs, the researchers appear to have been appalled at rural living conditions. Although much of their
distress concerned the lack of water and electricity, they
also blamed residents who they said had little knowledge
of the need to better their houses: "Unfortunately there is
a general conformity and acceptance of the impossibility
of bettering the dwelling, not understanding that the

house is something more than a roof against rain, wind
and sun" (Triana y Antorveza et al. 1971:45). By depicting
rural houses as simple shelters against the elements carved
from the natural landscape, the authors of this municipal
development study thus effaced their historical and cultural particularity. Despite a long involvement in local,
national, and even international markets, developmentminded elites offered an image of a peasant house primarily oriented toward subsistence.1
This 1960s municipal development study was concerned with dissecting specific material conditions, as the
following description of a rural kitchen suggests:
According to the Tuquerres Health Center, in the rural
part of the municipality, kitchen hygiene is 98% negative.
. . . The kitchen is confined and deficient in ventilation
and illumination. Generally the entrance is a small door
and there is a very small window in the opposite wall .. .
the hearth is made from three stones on the ground, and
around it is placed a type of circular platform or stand
which serves for dining and family gatherings. The firewood is against the wall, along with a makeshift cupboard
to place plates, cups, spoons and pots. The majority of the
plates and cups are enameled (coming from Ecuador at
low prices), with aluminum and earthen pots.. .. Since
cuy excrement adds to their scraps of greens and water, it
obviously produces a nauseating smell. [Triana y Antorveza
etal. 1971:44-45]

Beginning with a pseudostatistic reported by the local
health center, that hygiene is "98% negative," this description offers a succinct portrayal of elite prejudice toward rural kitchens and concludes with repulsion for the
stench from the excrement of cuy, the prized Andean
guinea pig.2
In addition to fitting previous tropes of "progress,"
these development studies echo descriptive styles that
have their roots in the birth of the social sciences and
19th-century accounts of European laboring conditions.
In a masterful analysis of the descriptions of French textile
workers, William Reddy illustrates how these become convincing tropes. First there is a "wealth of misconstrued statistical evidence" followed by "moral indignation" and
"the use of what one might call breakthrough passages of
rhapsodic moral and physical disgust at some witnessed
condition or event" (1984:171; cf. Frykman and Lofgren
1999:148). The power of these descriptions is in their reference to a preconceived middle-class standard while fixing on specific material elements. In the case of the Colombian development studies, the reference is to the
presumably already-attained conditions of the developed
countries. As Colloredo-Mansfeld notes for Ecuador, "a
kitchen blackened by smoke and reeking of guinea pigs
demonstrated not just the hard realities of peasant life but
a moral and national failing" (1999:60).
Elite groups therefore incorporated a language of development and modernization within a history of stigma
toward peasant practices (cf. Colloredo-Mansfeld 1999:85).
The development studies prioritized certain features of rural homes, helping to create "a socially cognized model of
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inequality that fixes on a very small number of material
features to represent the polar contrast" (Heyman 1994a:
139). Elite groups in Tuquerres, such as the people who
helped carry out the development study, saw themselves
as more developed and modernized than peasants, partly
as a result of these material features. For dominated
groups, however, this raises the possibility of addressing
the material features of inequality (cf. Heyman 1994a:
133-134). For Tuquerrenos, this meant incorporating gas
ranges as well as the discursive terms of development into
their lives.
GAS RANGE—INEPT DEVELOPMENT AND
INDEPENDENT INITIATIVE

In Escobar's model, the development study is followed by
multiple interventions, which, even if unsuccessful in delivering the promise of development, result "in practices
that contribute to regulating the everyday goings and
comings of people in the Third World" (1995:104). In this
section I explore an alternative to this construction. I
show how the spread of gas ranges in Tuquerres was not
part of a coordinated government and corporate program
to promote development, regardless of the ambitions of
national development and a local elite fashioned by the
pretensions of modernization. Most families in Tuquerres
purchased a gas range through independent initiative.
This section outlines the inept and occasionally oppositional actions of government and corporate agents as
families independently transformed their hearths.
The extent of development programs following the
1960s municipal study is unclear. It seems likely that there
were some efforts to reform rural kitchens, and certainly
many families began building cooking fires in poured-cement stoves with chimneys for ventilation. What is clear
is that in the 1990s, when Tuquerrenos shifted to propane
gas, it was not the result of a corporate or government program. Although corporate and government agencies have
made efforts to promote gas ranges, these programs have
been sporadic and generally ineffective. Ecopetrol, the Colombian oil and gas company, has sponsored a giveaway
program for Colombian-made ranges and coupons for gascanister delivery. The regional environmental agency,
Corponarino, has cosponsored and administered these
giveaway programs, in line with its stated purpose of stemming deforestation. These giveaways did reach some
households, but my surveys indicate this did not contribute more than five percent of the total number of gas
ranges. Moreover, these programs were hardly the result of
a disinterested desire to bring development—rather, they
were a response to residents independently importing gas
ranges from Ecuador and buying Ecuadorian gas canisters.
Residents consistently said that corporations and government agencies opposed the gas-range models they
bought from Ecuador. Ecopetrol, in tandem with government agencies, has made repeated attempts to stop the
import and spread of Ecuadorian ranges and gas canisters.
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Despite both governments' neoliberal rhetoric of free
trade and open borders, Colombian and Ecuadorian officials have been interested in arresting this trade. Drivers
from Tuquerres reported that they had to run Ecuadorian
gas canisters as contraband, circumventing the official
border stations. In this case, as with other commodities,
residents were themselves carrying out cross-border trade
as contraband long before it received sanction from neoliberal doctrine. Thus, it was only after the failure of repressive measures to halt the trade that Ecopetrol turned
to a Colombian gas-range giveaway. Finally, in a virtual
admission of defeat, Ecopetrol abandoned its use of canister valves that could only fit Colombian-made ranges—it
resorted to either filling Ecuadorian canisters with propane, or modifying their valves so the canisters would
work with Ecuadorian ranges.
A further indication of a lack of connection between
corporate or government policy and the new use of gas
ranges is that the agencies had little idea of what had transpired. They obviously knew enough to attempt to stop
people from buying Ecuadorian ranges, but they premised
their giveaways on the idea that the rural population did
not already have ranges. The head of Corponarino declared that only five percent of the rural population
cooked with gas, at a time when my surveys revealed over
50 percent of rural households had gas ranges. In fact, the
five percent figure may derive from government experiences with range giveaways, revealing a characteristic
blindness to events outside their direct purview. While officials may have been aware of the Ecuadorian ranges,
stereotypes of rural hearths kept them in the dark as to the
extent of their spread.3
Despite the tales of corporate and government opposition, more than half of the households who acquired
ranges purchased Ecuadorian ones. Residents were willing
to go to the extra trouble to get an Ecuadorian range, even
though it was sometimes more expensive in comparison
to giveaways, involved traveling to Ecuador or commissioning someone else to get it, and risked running contraband to get gas canisters. Ecuadorian ranges were usually
cheaper when compared with store prices of Colombian
ranges, and many residents said they were better, with
four burners instead of two. Moreover, Ecuadorian gas has
been cheaper, especially in the early 1990s. Some people
also said Ecuadorian gas yields a better flame and lasts
longer. Economic and technical factors therefore contributed to an ongoing regional history of cross-border connections and trade.4
Therefore, although there is a history of elite support
for transforming rural kitchens, it is impossible to explain
the spread of gas ranges in Tuquerres as a result of a development program, government agency, or corporate promotion. To the extent that agents of a development apparatus have existed, they have at times explicitly opposed
the gas ranges and tried to arrest cross-border flows. It is
thus necessary to examine stories of independent initiative, like that of the Cisneros family.
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The Cisneros live on the outskirts of Tuquerres's urban
center, their house flanked by plots of cabbage and potatoes opening onto an agricultural vista; although it was
only a 15-minute walk from the center, people said this
was already the rural countryside. I first met the Cisneros
family during preliminary summer fieldwork in 1994, just
after their mother had passed away. The daughters had to
assume their mother's duties, cooking on a wood-fire
hearth in a cement casing. The hearth was set in a low corner of the kitchen, surrounded by a low table and benches
seemingly drawn to the fire's glow. Because there is no indoor heat and nighttime temperatures approach freezing,
the waning embers of the cooking fire were magnetic comfort against the cold night air. Roberto Antonio, the father, entertained everyone with tales of mischievous little
elves who live near streams and enchant young women, or
of potato farmers grown rich from deals with the devil.
Tuquerres is an agricultural area, a market town, and
an administrative center; the Cisneros family participated
in each of these aspects. Roberto Antonio worked as an
agricultural wage laborer on small-scale plantings of cabbage and potatoes, while tending a small plot at home. His
daughters tended the bathrooms in the central market
plaza, where other relatives engaged in small-scale commerce. His sons worked in municipal government posts
when they were available, as well as construction and carpentry.
In 1996, when I returned to Tuquerres for a year of
fieldwork, there were obvious changes, with more telephones, banks, ATMs, and a new market plaza. However,
despite these changes most families remained engaged in
similar economic activities and had similar income levels.
For the Cisneros, Roberto Antonio still did wage agricultural labor. His sons had been swept out of municipal government by a political election, but they still worked in
construction and carpentry and plotted out the next political cycle. The daughters kept their post at the bathrooms of the old market plaza, as did the old merchants.
What had changed within the household was a new
gas range. For me the change was very palpable—no more
coals to buffer the cold nights, and storytelling in the
kitchen was greatly curtailed. I was at first surprised and
discomfited; in addition to being physically cold, I had
also hoped to use the stories, gossip, and informal banter
around the wood-fire hearth as an ethnographic entree.
However, I then recalled a precursor event from 1994,
when Daniela Cisneros, one of Roberto Antonio's daughters, went to visit the home of a friend who sold potatoes
in the marketplace. Although this friend lived in an even
more rural area of the municipality, she owned a gas
range. Watching the steady blue flame spring up from the
strike of a match and turn of a knob, a flicker lit Daniela's
eyes, and she asked plaintively, "When will we have
ours?" The tone of hope and longing made it clear that
this was no whim, but a deep desire for a different kind of
life. This could be taken as an example of a "demonstration effect" (cf. Rogers 1969), but it is important to note

the advertising does not emanate from a corporate or government agency, but through friendship and kinship.
Obtaining the range was part of a carefully coordinated household plan, supervised by Elena, the eldest
daughter still at home. Elena's first priority in 1994 was
her mother's burial location. When she died, they had not
been able to find an adequate site and had to place her in
a temporary tomb. Without markings and threatened by
mud, the temporary site seemed little better than the
graves of the indigent. It was only once the family found a
better location and successfully transferred the tomb that
Elena bought the range. Relying on a neighbor who had
already brought Ecuadorian ranges for two other relatives,
Elena paid him 60,000 pesos (US$75) in three installments—once to commission the purchase, once in the
middle of the month, and a final payment at month's
end.5
The Cisneros hardly see themselves as wealthy, considering themselves part of the broad class of the "poor."
Nevertheless, their mother's contributions to the community and their family earned her a place of eternal respect.
Elena was therefore careful in regard to the timing and
monetary commitment, but with their mother's death the
sisters also lost her cooking expertise and fondness for
wood fire. Replacing the hearth was entwined with new
technologies to control and manage cooking.
The details of this gas-range story illustrate the multiple factors informing these decisions. Obviously it would
be impossible to obtain access to the intimate details of
the many stories and feelings about gas ranges. When I
conducted a random-sample survey of 259 households,
the people who had purchased gas ranges offered a series
of shorthand statements to explain their purchase—that a
gas range is more economico, more rapido, and more limpio. While these phrases are apparently straightforward
technical explanations, they are also refutations of the
most typical stigmas affixed to rural hearths. The kitchen
has been a place in which the elite claim to be modern
while using it to condemn the dominated to the realm of
the backward. Therefore, purchasing a gas range can never
simply be about innocuous economic or technical issues.
It always involves self-respect. As I examine these common responses in the following sections, the apparently
technical explanation often takes on unexpected nuances
and meanings outside the purview of development planners. At the same time, although the meanings of these
terms may eventually constitute a "counterdiscourse," it is
not a counterdiscourse to development and modernization per se, but to a structure of stigma and hierarchy.
SPENDING TO BE ECON6MICO

When I asked residents why they purchased a range, their
most common response indicated that the gas range was
econbmico. At first, this explanation seems intuitive and
reasonable, since gas ranges can be cheaper than other
cooking methods. This also fits with notions of peasant
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frugality and their supposed orientation toward subsistence (Gudeman and Rivera 1990). In fact, Gudeman and
Rivera interpret the Colombian peasant term economizar as
a focus on "making savings" as opposed to simply "making money" (1990:47, 160). However, this explanation
does not tell the whole story. I argue in this section that
purchasing and using a gas range may indeed save money,
but it is often also about spending money—statements
about being economico signal participation in a monetary
economy and an appropriation of economic language to
justify action. To call a gas range economico is to remove
the domain of cooking from the rural and nonmonetary
primitive and place it in the realm of the modern and economic, thus overcoming the stigma attached to the cooking practices of rural inhabitants.
Making this argument involves understanding the nuances of the term economico within a more detailed depiction of Tuquerres's sociospatial configuration of urban centro (center), intermediate barrio (neighborhood), and rural
campo (countryside). The most common declarations of
the economico come from residents of the urban centro.
The centro is a regular grid traversed by regular streets and
avenues, a system actually dating from the colonial period. At the heart is the Parque Bolivar, surrounded by the
oldest and most prestigious structures: municipal headquarters, post office and civil courts, notaries, the main
church, the Bank of Colombia, and Telecom. Stores, restaurants, and other businesses run from the Parque to the
old market plaza, schools, and hospital. Urban residential
neighborhoods and housing developments surround the
centro; their residents usually have jobs in town, such as
schoolteachers or government employees. They consider
themselves to be of the "middle class," but most people in
the rural areas consider them to be the "rich" (Gudeman
and Rivera 1990:62-63; Triana y Antorveza et al. 1971:
102).
People living in the centro have had access to electricity for many years. Centro residents often say they have
"always" had electricity. This also means they could use
electric burners for cooking. In fact, over 40 percent of the
residents have owned an electric burner, so to say gas
ranges are economico is to compare gas prices with the
electricity bill. Urban residents' use of economico is therefore an implicit claim to monetary calculation and access
to electricity. Additionally, since the electric company
calibrates the tariff according to four different levels, based
on income and housing type, gas becomes more economical in proportion to how much one pays for electricity.
Hence, to a certain degree this statement is also a declaration that one lives in a neighborhood where electricity is
expensive. They thereby include themselves in the
wealthy and sophisticated centro.
The second way of speaking about the gas range as
economico is found in the large, sprawling barrios that
ring the residential housing developments and have an intermediate status between the centro and the rural campo.
Residents of the centro consider people in these barrios to
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be rural peasants or even Indians. Many people in these
barrios do work in agriculture, but their children or other
family members are likely to be market vendors, run a
small store, or seek municipal posts. In the 1990s, these
barrios were increasingly receiving services from the centro such as electricity, water, telephones, street paving,
and a minibus transport line.
This extension of services can be viewed as increasing
incorporation from the center outward. However, it also
resulted from residents actively impinging on politicians
and other organizations to obtain these services. Residents
in the barrios do not talk about obtaining electricity simply in terms of a service extension from the centro. Rather,
they describe it as a fight that often involves politics.
Roberto Antonio related that in 1981,
we were working with a senatorial candidate, and we
worked hard, we got him in there. In those days it cost
250,000 or 300,000 to put in the light, a transformer cost
25,000, and that was when money was worth something.
But when our candidate got elected, he just said "have it"
and we got it all free.

In this story, Roberto Antonio depicts their fight to get
electricity, as part of a "hard work" they accomplished for
a politician.
Although they have had electricity for a number of
years, families in these barrios were more likely to be making a change directly from wood to gas. Ranges may thus
be more economico in comparison to the price of firewood. Before buying a range, the Cisneros used two loads
of firewood each week, 10,000 pesos at 1996 prices, as
compared with buying one canister of gas every two weeks
for 6,000 pesos. This high price of firewood signals scarcity
resulting from deforestation and, in turn, amplified by
Corponarino's prohibitions against cutting firewood (cf.
Heyman 1994a:138). In fact, the most cited reason for
those who bought a range to replace the wood fire is that
"there are no forests, not much wood." This may be true,
but deforestation does not fully explain the sudden spread
of ranges. Whatever its current ravages, deforestation was
well advanced by the 1960s, when Tuquerres was only 6.7
percent forest, and the municipal development study declared that "the most profound problem is the lack of forests because of the destructive tree-felling that has been
practiced since long ago" (Triana y Antorveza et al. 1971:
13). If anything, deforestation may have been somewhat
arrested by the actions of Corponarino. Despite firewood
price fluctuation, residents of the intermediate barrios
have not seen their access to firewood drastically curtailed.
For every rural resident who said, "there is no wood," another said it could still be found. Such statements by residents of intermediary barrios are pronouncements of
proximity to the urban centro more than they are absolute
denials of firewood access.
The third way in which the economico occurs as an
argument for gas ranges is in the campo, the vast rural
area that the people in the centro consider the true domain of peasants and Indians. The extension of electricity
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to the more distant campo has only occurred in the late
1980s and early 1990s. With the popular election of mayors, perhaps the most prominent reform in Colombia's administrative decentralization of 1986, electrification has
become a populist project. Residents in the campo also
portrayed electricity as part of a political struggle. One of
the most popular mayors incorporated rural electrification
as a campaign theme, explicitly identifying with inhabitants' initiatives and the extension of electricity to the rural zones approached 90 percent in the late 1990s. The rural areas therefore received electricity at the same time
when gas ranges were becoming a cooking option, and far
fewer rural residents have ever owned an electric burner.
With gas ranges, rural residents have closed the gap. While
urban residents had four times as many electric burners as
rural residents, there are only 1.4 gas ranges in the urban
centro for every gas range in the campo.6
One argument for a gas range being economico in the
campo involves opportunity costs, as explained by a Corponarino agent. According to his logic, even if a household has access to firewood, it takes at least four days each
month to cut and gather it. If the household member
would instead spend those four days in agricultural wage
labor, the compensation would be at least 12,000 pesos,
which was more than the price of gas and carried the additional benefit of the customary sack of potatoes received
at harvest.
However, most rural residents explicitly reject the
Corponarino agent's opportunity-cost logic. Wage labor is
often not a consistent option, and many rural residents
saw it as something they could do only a few times each
week. If they did have access to firewood, they could
gather it during time off from work. More people in the
rural areas cited costs or economico considerations as reasons to continue cooking with wood. Moreover, the Corponarino agent's computation of time searching for firewood must be compared with the time spent finding and
transporting gas canisters, which could be quite difficult.
Therefore, it is in the rural residents' use of the economico
that there is the closest echo to Gudeman and Rivera's
statement of peasant frugality. Nevertheless, it should be
noted that most rural residents were lamenting the unavailability of wage labor, not praising it as a way of saving
money or preserving nonmarket autonomy.
Through this spatial analysis of costs, I have argued
that talking about the gas range as economico is not simply about saving money but also fundamentally about
spending it. For residents of the urban centro, intermediate barrios, and some rural residents, being econ6mico is
also an implicit claim to being thoroughly enmeshed in a
cash economy. As will be examined in the subsequent section, this claim of being enmeshed in a cash economy is
also illustrated through the activities of the Cisneros sisters, who demonstrated that they had not bought the gas
range in order to become more frugal and peasantlike;
rather, buying a gas range indicated the ability to spend
more money on more processed foods, more time for
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watching television, more time participating in new leisure activities, and more time to work outside the home,
should such opportunities arise. These activities are*part of
a second prevalent reason given for buying a range, that it
is more rapido.
RAPIDO FOR FOOD AND FAMILY

With the addition of a pressure cooker and prepackaged
foods, there is a certain literal truth to the gas range being
more rapido. Being rapido, however, also stands for a
whole way of life, of being able to move at a quicker pace
and perform more varied roles. This contrasts with common stereotypes of the rural life of before, when it was
"men to work, women to cook" and the stigma that rural
people form an undifferentiated huddled mass. Being
rapido can be about simultaneity, about the ability to do
more things at once. Whereas in the past the many members of a large family may have each performed a specific
task, people said that now they have small families and
each member has to perform several roles.
To examine these statements, it is essential to pause to
consider how meals are cooked and served. In the Cisneros
home, Roberto Antonio was usually the first one out of
the house to get to his agricultural work. One sister must
rise in order to prepare coffee, served with bread, cookies,
or arepas (corn cakes). The four sisters rotated this task, depending on the schedule of who was going to tend the
market bathrooms that day. With the gas range, it is possible to get up, heat the coffee, then turn it off and return to
bed, whereas the wood fire required a more collective undertaking and the beginning of a day of chores. By being
more rapido, the gas range allows the sisters more sleep
and a degree of freedom from having to attend to male
schedules. The gas range permits a staggered awakening—
one sister may begin sweeping the kitchen, while she
serves coffee to the other brothers, who had quite varied
schedules.
Breakfast was a perfunctory event—most people just
drank a cup of coffee and ate some bread or arepas. Sometimes a brother fried an egg for himself. The gas range provides the means for quick warm nourishment before heading to work or school. In contrast to slow-heating electric
burners or the trouble of starting and extinguishing a
wood fire, the gas range makes it easier to accommodate a
varied schedule of requests. The Cisneros sisters spoke of
the range as a "relief" from onerous mornings. On most
days, the house was quickly abandoned to two or three sisters who clean the rooms, wash the dishes, and scrub
clothes. Once the men left, one of the younger sisters
turned on the stereo, and the music accompanied the
chores. There may be a casual morning coffee served at
midmorning, and then it was time to prepare lunch.
Lunch can carry the connotations of a large, family
meal, consisting of the sopa y seco (soup and dry), meaning
a soup followed by a dish of rice, potatoes, and a meat or
vegetable, with a final finish of fruit juice (cf. Weismantel
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1988:127-133). This represents an elaborate cooking endeavor, but Elena and her sisters often served a scaleddown lunch, especially since most people ate lunch outside the house. Roberto Antonio got food on his job. The
two younger brothers received lunch from their older sister and brother-in-law. The sisters working in the market
ate with one of the vendors; Elena's son ate after returning
from school, but this was usually later in the day. One
brother did come home for lunch, but his schedule was erratic, and he usually ate in the bedroom while watching
the afternoon news broadcast. Given this variability and
lack of attendance, the meal was usually scaled down to
just a soup or a dry dish for lunch, with a powdered-drink
mix to wash it down.
More people came home for dinner, but the lack of a
fire and its heat made the kitchen a less-welcome place to
eat dinner. On most nights, at least a few family members
took their plates to the bedroom and watched television.
This practice can be seen as slightly rude, and if too many
people go to the bedroom, it can earn a chiding: "You
should learn how to eat at the table." Nevertheless, most
nights found the table occupied only by elders and the
younger children who had yet to learn manners.
The combination of gas range and television thus
helped transform the kitchen from a huddled family collective into a place of individual coming and going, of
rapid entrance and exit. When the Cisneros purchased the
range, they also got a new kitchen table and individual
stools, removing the low benches and table. This seemingly innocuous change in the levels of the seats and table
elevates them from the ground so despised in the 1960s
development study.
Residents have also complemented the gas range with
other kitchen devices. After buying the range, the Cisneros
bought their first pressure cooker from the men who come
through the intermediary barrios and parts of the campo
wheeling a cart full of items and yelling, "on credit!" The
men offer pressure cookers, pots and pans, blenders,
knives, and other small kitchen tools, or as one woman
described it, "everything." The Cisneros purchased the
pressure cooker for 75,000, an inflated price, but did not
have to put any money down, which they said was "the
good thing about them." They then paid 2,000 pesos each
Friday to a man who came on a motorcycle to collect.
These on-credit vendors were present not just in the intermediate barrios but were often observed on distant dirt
paths in the campo, thus blurring the distinction between
the campo as the place of agricultural production and the
centro as the place for purchasing.
A pressure cooker decreases cooking times and makes
ingredients like beans require only five or ten minutes
when they previously had to cook for an hour. This allows
the person responsible for the meal to be outside the
house or otherwise occupied. Although women rarely used
the prepackaged soups and salads advertised on television,
"Maggi" cubes for chicken and beef bioth were ubiquitous. Powdered-drink mixes in Colombian fruit varieties
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like lulo, rnaracuya, and guayaba, as well as orange, grape,
lemon, and blackberry, were more common than fruit
juice. Elena said the flavors include "everything, except
potato and cabbage." With its attendant labor-saving devices and prepackaged foods, the gas range can literally
make cooking faster. By being rapido, the gas range permits more time sleeping or watching television—it stands
for a whole way of life as an individual person who accomplishes varied tasks and roles, as well as the idea that women should have control over their own space and time.
Small family size is another aspect of being rapido related to a performance of various roles and tasks. People
generally portrayed large families as an element of the
past, whereas smaller families were the mode of the present. The Cisneros, with nine people living at home, had a
relatively large household in Tuquerres. I found in my surveys that overall household size in Tuquerres averaged just
over five people per household, with rural households averaging closer to six. Contrary to a commonly stated
stereotype in the centro, large households were actually
not the norm in the campo. Indeed, most households in
Tuquerres are small families, each one with a female responsible for cooking.
Half of all households in Tuquerres consist of a married couple with children. Most of the rest are slight variations, such as including the child of an unmarried daughter, a nephew or niece, or a grandchild. While a gas range
does not determine this type of family structure, it can
help to make it possible. With a gas range, it is easier for
the newlywed couple to establish their own hearth. Some
of the larger households stressed that they cooked separately and were "independent." A gas range is often the
first item bought after marriage, or an ideal gift from parents to recently married children (cf. Colloredo-Mansfeld
1999:109).
The number of people in the Cisneros' home fluctuated and eventually declined in the late 1990s, as almost
everyone at some point considered leaving for marriage or
work. At the same time as people were leaving, however,
the Cisneros were adding rooms and expanding the house.
The Cisneros have been actively expanding the house
since they moved to the neighborhood. They began with
two rooms, an undifferentiated living space typical of rural houses (Figure 1). They gradually added rooms—a parlor, a back room, a new kitchen; as Roberto Antonio told
the story, at each step "God helped us" to make another
addition.
By 1997, the Cisneros house structure looked more
like a typical house of the centro (Figure 2). The door enters onto a cement patio, a place of collective chores and a
large cement sink to wash clothes. Like other houses in
Tuquerres, the dwelling encompasses inside and outside
spaces within it—getting from one room to another involves walking through this central open space, although
it is still inside the walled boundaries (cf. Pader 1993:121).
The rooms move from being public and male at the entrance to gradually becoming more private and female at
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FIGURE 1 . Cisneros house, 1970s.

the interior (cf. Robben 1989:170). The sala, a kind of parlor or front room, is the closest room to the street, with a
window looking into it, and is for welcoming guests, presentations, and parties. Next to the sala is the bedroom of a
young man. Mature males guard the entrance to the interior
bedroom, the private place for women and children.
With this type of house layout, a wood fire creates an
obvious ambiguity by drawing people to the kitchen. Houses
in Tuquerres are without indoor heat, the house can be as
bone-chillingly cold as outdoors. During the course of everyday activities, the kitchen fire would tempt family members away from retreating to the private sanctum of the
bedroom, which is also the place for nightly news broadcasts and soap operas. When guests visit or during festive
occasions, the fire would lure people away from the sala,
where they must be entertained by music, dance, and drink.
The use of a gas range diminishes the kitchen fire as
intermediary and informational space. The hearth is not
as intimate, private, and off-limits as the family bedroom,
a place of information inappropriate for public knowledge. Nor is it as formal, stiff, and public as the sala, where
information is readily accessible but consists only of official representation of how things should be (cf. Pader
1993:118-119). With the gas range, the kitchen can be reserved tor tasks of cooking and cleaning as it more sharply
defines the role of parlor and bedroom—the kitchen becomes less of a place tor "family reunion" typified in the
1960s development study.

Household members generally shared bedrooms and
beds people did not like to be in the house by themselves
and rued sleeping alone in the cold night (Pader 1993).
However, the value of sharing, unity, and togetherness
need not be overemphasized. In fact, it seemed there were
many times when different members of the family actually had little idea what the others were doing. While peo
pie valued a "well-united' family, they also wanted "personal things." When Daniela and Elena imagined what
they would do if they found a bag full of money, they said
they would add a second floor to the house so everyone
could have an individual bedroom.
They did not find a bag full of money, but the Cisneros family approached the ideal of individual bedrooms
in 1998, as Daniela married and left the house, and another bedroom was built for Elena's son. This construction
significantly reduced the shared open space, noticeably
amplifying the bedroom and sala area. Although the gas
range did not determine these changes, it does act as an
enabling agent to make life seem more rapido, thus overcoming the stereotypes of a "backward" rural kitchen and
house.
LIMPIO AND SHAME

Another popular reason for purchasing a range is that it is
clean. Speaking of the gas range as limpio can therefore be
a direct attack on the perception of hygiene as "98 negative" reported by the health center in the 1960s municipal
study. However, residents were often as concerned about
the shame of being dirty as they were about achieving hy
giene (cf. Frykman and Lofgren 1999:211). Concerns
about cleanliness are an attempt to avoid the stigma of being classified as dirty, a key marker of rural poverty (cf.
Colloredo-Mansfeld 1999-85).
When the Cisneros purchased a range, they gave away
the pots they formerly used on the fire. Elena discussed
them in vivid, visceral terms of how they were all black
"like dirt." The sisters would also lament that before the
gas range their hands were "all ash" in the morning. In my
surveys, people complained of the smoke and ash blackening the walls, "ruining the house." The gas range makes it
easier to keep the kitchen, house, and body tidy.
At the same time, women rareh talked about the respiratory and vision problems resulting from indoor smoke
that was the primary concern of health officials and Corponarino. I did note one instance when a woman complained of smoke stinging her eyes in the kitchen, to
which her friend chided, "it's high time to buy a range.
However, this word-of-mouth insistence seemed more
geared to bringing the friend in line with the new community norms, rather than a warning about potential health
hazards. In fact, I more often heard fears about gas canisters exploding or the dangers of lighting the range than I
heard about the hygienic benefits of gas or the dangers of
cooking with wood.
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Ideas of being limpio and of physical cleanliness can
also be illustrated in how the Cisneros kept their home
and transformed their bathroom. The Cisneros sisters did
sweep the house almost every day. However, in a house
linked by dirt paths and abutting the backyard garden,
sweeping does not seem to be a battle to eliminate dirt for
hygienic reasons. Rather, it has more to do with keeping
things neat and tidy, similar to how people sweep the dirt
path in front of their house or store, or sweep up the market stall after market day. The Cisneros also emphasized
that they shower every other day and criticized each other
if someone was dirty, teasing them by calling them the
names of a town drunk, a poor person, or a retarded one.
The idea seemed to be to shame the other person into taking a shower, rather than frighten them with hygienic
consequences. Despite their best efforts, however, an uncertain water supply sometimes disrupted bathing schedules—the Cisneros received water from their barrio, and
not the city centro. The barrio water was much cheaper,
but it only "came down" every other day. Water in the
centro was meted out in precise and more expensive quantities, but was usually in constant supply. A,though the

Cisneros did store water, bathing from a bucket was seen
as stereotypical of rural areas and, therefore, to be avoided.
During the 1997 Christmas festivities, water did not
come down for several days, and they had to ask a neighbor
with water from the centro for permission to shower there.
This was also particularly distressing for cooking, washing
dishes, and doing laundry. When water was not coming
down, one of the sisters had to wash dishes outside, a task
that became more distasteful at nightfall. After this, Flena
bought a 250-liter tank so the water could be stored above
the bathroom and run through the faucets and shower
even when it was not "coming down.' Eventually this would
lead to putting a new root on the bathroom, getting a new
toilet with a seat (a relative rarity in Tuquerres), tiles for the
floor, and even a showerhead with electric coils to warm the
water. The Cisneros also added a pipe in 1998 to get water
from the centro in addition to what they received from the
barrio, ensuring a constant supply. These actions illustrate
the concern with being limpio, which is associated with the
cleanliness ot a gas range However, tor many residents limpio
has less to do with hygienic horrors than it docs with the
shame of dirt, and the risk ot being marked as the rural poor.
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NOSTALGIA AND AMBIVALENCE

Trying to obviate structures of hierarchy and stigma by
purchasing gas ranges and describing these actions in
terms of development discourse can come close to selfloathing, since these actions sometimes deny the continuing importance of small-scale agriculture (cf. Weismantel
1988:162-163). Some of the people most engaged in this
appropriation have mixed feelings about the ultimate
value of their activities, suffused with nostalgia and ambivalence. Residents express nostalgia by portraying the
"times from before" as better (cf. Heyman 1994b:231).
Nevertheless, the most common critiques of modern times
from the perspective of rural nostalgia also firmly locate
the speaker in the world of the developed and modern.
Elena's visits to rural homes illustrated the continued
place of the wood fire. Most of these houses had gas ranges,
so Elena first commented to her hosts, "you cook with gas,
what a good thing." Elena used the term bueno (good) to
describe the range, placing it in the realm of the desirable
and necessary. Although many rural households have
ranges, they often use both range and wood fire in conjunction. If the host did start a fire, Elena described it as
rico, which also means good, but more in the sense of tasting food or some other pleasurable activity. Elena categorized the fire not as bueno but as rico, an aesthetic appreciation more than practicality. If they had to use it everyday,
the sisters said it would be feo, an ugly or awful thing.
Nevertheless, the sisters did prefer a wood fire for certain cooking tasks. In a back room adjoining the kitchen,
they have made a small hearth. Unlike the cement-poured
hearth they destroyed in order to make way for the gas
range, this hearth returns to an open fire and stones on
the ground. The sisters now call this room the "old
kitchen": In it are agricultural tools, a dirt floor, and cuy
scampering about. The Cisneros preferred the wood fire
for plucking and preparing chicken, rabbit, and cuy, the
three regional delicacies, and for frying arepas and making
particular sweets. Women said sweets were "jealous"—
they will not come out properly if there are too many people in the room. This back room was thus ideal for shutting people out during their preparation. In general, the
wood fire was for special cooking events, when sharing
with family, friends, and neighbors. The gas range represents the fractured pot of individual households, but a
common pot and extended sharing were best suited for
the wood fire.
Residents sometimes defended continued use of a
wood fire as "our custom." However, this use of "custom"
for the fire again tends toward the idea of aesthetic appreciation and served as a signal for a nostalgic reflection on
the times of before, in a way that parallels the use of the
terms economico, rdpido, and iimpio. First, residents commonly complained that everything was more expensive in
the present, and that items formerly outside the cash
economy had become commodities. People talked about
history in terms of a succession of coins and bills—they

said they had lived from the time when there were onepeso notes divided into cents, through times when the denominations were progressively eliminated. As an old
man commented, "now the bills of 20, ten, and five thousand have come out, but money is scarcer than at any
time. Now the 20 doesn't amount to anything." Residents
would sometimes engage in a reflection of when eggs were
sold for two cents, and meat for three. They also talked
about the larger sphere of noncash goods in the past,
when people gave away eggs and milk, not like today
when milk costs 300 pesos/liter. Some people even seemed
to live in a nostalgic template of these previous prices, as
when Elena teased Roberto Antonio: "My father lives in
times from before," when things were cheaper. People also
talked about times when exchanges were based on barter,
outside of monetary transactions. Residents contrasted
this with the present, when "everything is money" and
people do "anything for the money." Interestingly, this
nostalgic critique of the present seems mostly based around
the idea of inflation and also places the speaker in the
realm of the developed present. Things may not be more
economical now, but people are economico, in the sense
of being thoroughly enmeshed in a monetary economy.
Another nostalgic criticism is of a way of life which is
too rapido. In survey interviews, many people commented
on their lack of time, especially as a way to keep the interview brief. Others elaborated that they were unable to do
enjoyable things. One woman said, "Before it was not as
demanding like now—it's the time, less time." Another
woman said that now, "I am a mother, teacher, worker,
student, thousands of roles. My mother was only dedicated to the house. Now there is very little quality of life
and a lot of work. Before we were united, around the fire,
cooked with wood." Here, there is recourse to a mythic
time of family unity, and a criticism of modern times, but
again this nostalgic criticism firmly locates the speaker as
a modern professional.
In terms of whether being Iimpio meant being healthier, people disputed the idea that current cooking practices
and foods were healthier than the past. People talked
about the abundant food, produced without chemicals,
saying that their ancestors were healthier and stronger
from eating "everything natural." Roberto Antonio summed
up his ambivalence the day before I left the field, saying
that now they had "science" but in the past it was "much
better" because there was natural abundance rather than
chemical fertilizers and pesticides. However, like most residents, Roberto Antonio was hardly averse to using chemical fertilizers and pesticides in his own plot, and the nostalgic narrative placed him as someone who used science.
For the most part, even nostalgic rejection of modern
items was a latent rather than defining theme. When
Roberto Antonio talked about low prices, wooden utensils,
mud houses, and abundant food from before, his children
chuckled with amusement, as if he were speaking of a different world. In 1997, he rarely told stories of ghosts, elves,
and devil contracts like he had in 1994. He said these
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things were from the times when there were not so many
houses, people, and Catholic images to ward off evil (cf.
Frykman and Lofgren 1999:50). He would sometimes say,
"I believe these things because I lived them," but his
grandson countered that, "there he goes lying," and said
that his uncle, who "knows more than anyone in this
house," told him such stories "are not to be believed." In
contrast to the taunting, Roberto Antonio often proved
himself to be quite ruthlessly modernizing—once when I
urged him to talk about a past event, he foreclosed my inquiry: "What is from before, now is no more." In sum, this
is hardly "the weighty presence of magic and myth" that
Escobar attributes to the Third World (1995:220; cf. Taussig
1980.21).7
CONCLUSION

Based on fieldwork in southwestern Colombia, this case
represents several significant departures from Escobar's
emphasis on the discursive power of development, in particular his portrayal of development as an encounter between capitalist modernity and premodern noncapitalist
practices. In tracing the spread of gas ranges in Tuquerres
and the meanings of terms Tuquerrenos use to talk about
them, I have argued that the development discourse has
not primarily derived from a monolithic development apparatus that appeared post-World War II but, rather, has a
longer and more heterogeneous history. The valence of
the development discourse results from its incorporation
within local hierarchies. Popular response to appropriate
or reject development discourse is a reaction to this hierarchy and an attempt to counter stigma. Thus, multiple
meanings of development terms are not indicative of a
counterdiscourse to development, capitalism, and modernity per se as Escobar claims.
Escobar asserts that the development encounter ultimately results in a situation of "cultural hybridization"
(1995:220). Although cultural hybridization is a sophisticated theoretical attempt to take into account people's
agency and creativity, I am critical of Escobar's conception
of hybridization for two reasons. First, it tends to maintain
the analytical categories of modern capitalism and the
nonmodern. Although Escobar adds the caveat that cultural hybridization "does not imply the belief in pure
strands of tradition and modernity" (1995:220), he continues to employ the language of tradition and modernity.
For example, in his account of recently built plantations
on Colombia's Pacific coast, Escobar describes "the process
of cultural hybridization of nonmodern and modern
forms fostered by development interventions in so many
parts of the Third World" (1997:46). Escobar's claim that
these plantations have only recently begun the fusion of
nonmodern and modern forms is contradicted by a long
history of development projects and market connections
in Colombia.
The second problem is that by framing cultural hybridization as a form of resistance, Escobar sacrifices the
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analytic potential of this concept. For Escobar, cultural hybridization embodies the hope of "resisting and subverting the axiomatics of capitalism and modernity in their
hegemonic form" (1995:225). Thus, cultural hybridization
becomes a political issue instead of an empirical one that
addresses what people actually do as creative agents. As
my case shows, people use the terms of development and
modernity in order to resist and subvert entrenched hierarchies. The danger of Escobar's approach is that it may obfuscate rather than reveal specific human action.
What my case demonstrates is the need to look at "development" through a longer historical frame that pays attention to the specificity of local hierarchies; a need for
precision regarding the existence and scope of development institutions, showing what it is that gives power to
the idea of development in different local situations; and,
finally, a need to examine how and why people adopt, reject, and create new nuances for development terms. Ethnography is not an alternative to development or to
power, but it can demonstrate the specific ways this discourse has become both more and less powerful than development planners imagined.
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1. It has only been possible to briefly touch on the region's fascinating history of connection and disconnection from international and national markets (cf. Antrosio 2000:36-100; CeTon Solarte 1997:54-70; Rappaport 1994:28). The people in this area have
hardly been peasants in the sense of a subsistence orientation;
these markets were thus essential to the creation of the houses later
described by development studies as part of a natural peasant
economy (cf. Trouillot 1988). In short, Gudeman and Rivera's proposal that people in this region have a house model of the economy, that "this model of the domestic economy dates to late medieval and early modern Europe and that it was brought to the
Americas at the Iberian conquest" (1990:2) seems somewhat farfetched.
2. In this region, eating cuy is an important marker of differentiation from central Colombia. In this respect, the region is allied
with neighboring Ecuador and Peru as more traditionally Andean
(Morales 1995:xvii). The mention of cuy in this study, as well as its
reference to Ecuadorian commerce, reveals its local specificity. It is
not possible here to more fully explore the differences between
this specific local study, the World Bank country-level mission, or
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a regional study that fervently recommended comprehensive
agrarian reform to address landowning inequalities (Chaves et al.
1959). In any case, there is more heterogeneity in the development
discourse than Escobar reveals when he writes that "the local level
must reproduce the world as the top sees it, so to speak" (1995:111).
3. This observation is obviously quite opposed to Escobar's claim
that programs such as Integrated Rural Development (DRI) placed
Colombian peasants "as never before under the gaze of power"
(1995:144). By Escobar's own figures, DRI was targeted at landholdings ranging from 5-20 hectares (1995:38) and, therefore, encompassed approximately 20 percent of the landholders at most
(1995:241-242 n. 39). In Tuquerres, 1997 cadastral figures indicate
that 80 percent of the holdings are less than three hectares, which
would mean that the vast majority fell outside the gaze of DRI.
Moreover, the neoliberal policies of the 1990s have curtailed or
eliminated programs like DRI.
4. As noted in the 1960s municipal development study, much of
the population has had long-standing connections to Ecuadorian
markets and products, which are often disparaged by nationalist
elites. Curiously, although Escobar, Gudeman and Rivera, and Taussig have all done fieldwork in southern Colombia, they make only
passing reference to Ecuador, notwithstanding a long history of influence. Gudeman and Rivera's work provides a particularly egregious example; they describe their journey from the city of Cali to
the town of Cumbal, on the Ecuadorian border, as moving progressively away from the center to the more and more marginal periphery (1990:123). They apparently ignore that this journey
brought them progressively closer to the city of Quito, which has
historically been a more important center for southern Colombia
than Cali.
5. This represents the 1994 conversion rate of approximately 800
pesos to the U.S. dollar. Other prices are at the 1996-97 rate of approximately 1,000 pesos to the U.S. dollar.
6. My surveys indicate that while the gap has been narrowed,
there is still a percentage difference in range ownership: 78 percent
of the urban households had access to a range, as compared to 55
percent of the rural households.
7. My analysis of these tales leads me to suspect that what Gudeman and Rivera collected as a domestic model of the economy
may have been biased toward a nostalgic presentation of the way
things "ought" to be. Although their use of an automobile as a
"mode of inquiry" (1990:5) may have enabled the coverage of a
wider territory, such interviews risk mistaking rural nostalgia for
economic modeling (in addition to biasing the interview sample
toward roads and nearby landholders, who have generally larger
holdings and who may be the most nostalgic for hacienda primacy).
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